
Dear Robyn, 

 I’m writing to you to thank you for being a really awesome boss/friend! It’s 

kinda part of Sending Petals, which is a project that started so that cool people 

could be thanked for doing the cool things they do. You are one of those cool 

people, so I’m saying thanks! 

 Thanks, first of all, for having so much confidence in me. Whatever project 

was thrown at me over the summer, you always supported me and while you 

offered to help if I got overwhelmed, most of the time you simply said, “I know 

you can do it.” Even though it was my first real job, you stood behind me 100%, 

which gave me a boost of self esteem.  

 Another amazing thing you did this summer was let me live with you! When 

the G20 forced me out of my apartment, you made it seem obvious that I would 

just stay for you for a couple of days, as if it was no big deal. Most bosses don’t 

just let their employers come crash on their couch for a few days, watching 

DeGrassi Junior High and baking wiener dog cookies. Thanks again so much for 

having me over! 

 Finally, I looked forward to going to work every morning when I woke up. 

And a big part of that is because it was just fun hanging out in the office. Whether 

it was birthday cake and wine when I turned 19, playing music from musicals 

whenever Andrew wasn’t in, being offered pop at the lawyer’s office, or reading 

horoscopes and Miki’s “predictions”, working with you was a blast! 

 Thanks for the spectacular summer! I’ll definitely call you whenever I’m 

back in town, but for now I hope you have an amazing vacation, and good luck in 

September.  

 
Sincerely,   
A girl who had a lot of fun! 
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